In Clinical Futures experts in genetics, engineering, brain function, cancer, heart and circulation, children's health, and ageing present their predictions of medicine to come, sandwiched between opening and closing chapters by the two editors. The way the chapters were written is itself futuristic; each author's chapter was posted on the Internet and shaped by up to five 'discussants' who contributed to the drafts on-line before the final versions. All this provides an interesting angle to the book's concept, though the chapters themselves read as if written in the conventional way.
One reads of a brave new world in which individuals at genetic risk of disease are screened and crisis is averted; where disease is linked to genetic polymorphism and treatment tailored according to the patient's genetic makeup; and where physically disadvantaged people live in 'smart' homes that compensate for their disabilities (in my hospital, 'smart' technology results in the lights automatically going off in my office at exactly the moment when I'm undertaking the most intricate task of the day, whatever that is). When ill, we will be continuously monitored by implanted transmitters and our operations will be performed with the assistance of robotic devices. Prostheses will be 'bioactively' coated no mention of the 3M hip replacement scandal here-or made of artificial matrices that degenerate and disappear as the body's own tissues take over. Transplants with animal organs will be common, but increasingly we will be injected with human tissues grown and nurtured in the laboratory, to support and replace our failing organs. We will need all this help we'll be getting older and developing more cancer, although our chances will be better thanks to cancer-targeted therapy. I get the impression that nothing here will be new to those in the respective fields, but what makes the book potentially interesting for someone ignorant of these areas (like me) is the collection of seven disparate themes in one place. The chapters are really summaries of current areas of research rather than brave predictions, and I found no 'astonishing stories' as the back cover promises. The chapters on genetics and brain function have particularly good descriptions of how things work and what is currently being looked at, although some were rather more difficult to follow. For example, despite having read 'Metaphor at once instructs and discomforts us by its audacious conjunctions, it allows us to see reality as though it were another, it disrupts expectation with fresh perspectives, it springs the surprises that constitute the discoveries of science and the revelations of art' (p 10) and 'Our old-world accidie, Weltschmerz, or boredom may be no more than means of diffusing the cognitive dissonance between innate immortal longings and the past realities of a European world too often trampled by the horsemen of the apocalypse' (p 171) several times I still have no idea what the authors mean.
I did wonder why there was no section on infection, since I was under the impression we are beginning to lose this battle. Also absent is any attempt to predict disease, perhaps understandably (who could have predicted the horrors of AIDS or BSE?). The Bristol paediatric heart surgery scandal gets just one passing mention despite its huge impact on medical practice. Finally, few of the chapters mention the $64 million dollar question (almost literally): how are we to pay for all these glossy, high-tech developments, and what is going to happen to the poorer countries?
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Endocrinology of Breast Cancer
Editor: Andrea Manni 391 pp. Price US$125 ISBN 0-89603-591-3 Totowa, NJ: Humana Press I am frequently embroiled in clinical controversies concerning the worth of axillary nodal operations, radiation and chemotherapy of varying intensities for breast cancer. It was very refreshing to return to 'cell roots' and the basic science of breast tissue proliferation and cancer in Andrea Manni's excellent and largely non-clinical book.
The opening chapters review modern thinking in breast development and endocrine related physiology. Of particular interest are the oestrogen/progesterone interactions and the newly appreciated relevance of insulin-like growth factors and their binding proteins in this process. There are accumulating data linking this system with other clinical cancers notably colon cancer-and its possible relevance in breast cancer must be of interest. Any interactions with the oestrogen receptor signalling pathway would seem a potentially fruitful area for further research.
The second section concentrates on derangements in the local hormone milieu that may predispose to breast cancer singling out as important the differences in local aromatase concentrations and hence local production of oestrogen. There is a possible interaction between oncogene-activated growth factor signalling and the oestrogen receptor mediated proliferation pathways to produce a neoplastically transformed phenotype, and research into the mechanisms of such an interaction might be productive. Today, the clinician regards tumour size and
